We consider a distributed algorithm for dynamically adjusting the input rate of each session of a voice or data network so as to exercise flow control. The algorithm receives periodically information regarding the level of congestion along each session path and iteratively corrects the session input rate. In this paper we place emphasis on voice networks but the ideas involved can also be used for dynamic routing and flow control in data networks.
INTRODUCTION
Recently a group at Lincoln Laboratory (ref. 1) has introduced an interesting Voice Coder (Vocoder) scheme. The proposed Vocoder uses a digitization method, dubbed "embedded coding". Essentially, a segment of talkspurt is coded into packets of different priority levels. The higher priority packets contain the "core" of the speech while the lower priority packets contain the information that "fine tunes" it. This coding schemes allows for the implementation of a sophisticated flow control mechanism.
While traditional voice flow control mechanisms use blocking either by preventing the initiation of a call or by discarding small segments of it, when the call is already in progress, the embedded coding scheme allows for the alleviation or prevention of congestion by dynamically trading off between voice quality and congestion, by discarding the lower "priority" packets either at the point of congestion or the point of entry. The level of congestion at which the gaps between the segments, delivered by the traditional schemes, render the speech unintelligible is much lower than the one at which the embedded coding scheme delivers unintelligible information. This flexibility in exercising flow control makes the embedded coding scheme attractive.
Alleviation and prevention of congestion by discarding lower priority packets at the point of entry seems to be superior to discarding them at the point of congestion. The lower priority packets at the point of congestion, because of the time delay involved in making the entry points aware of the congestion build-up situation. As a result, we advocate the use of the two capabilities in complementary roles, in analogy to the complementary roles of quasi-static routing and flow control of data. The rates at the entry points will be determined upon longer time averages of congestion levels while the capability of discarding packets at the point of congestion will serve to alleviate intolerable momentary congestion. The rates at the entry point will be adjusted so that the capability of discarding packets at the point of congestion will not be exercised too often.
In this paper we discuss a method of determining the input rates at the entry point. To this end we will ignore the capability of discarding packets within the network in order to simplify the analysis.
We are interested in an algorithm that will adapt the input rate to the changing flows in the network, resulting from the initiation and termination of sessions. As in quasi-static routing we employ an "on-li-jie" iterative algorithm that will solve a static problem. The hope is that the algorithm converges fast enough relative to the sessions initiation and termination process, and as a result will be able to "track" its variation keeping the rates in the ballpark of the optimal rates at all times.
The criterion used to determine input rates is based on the notion of "fair allocation" introduced in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce the algorithm and describe its convergence properties. Proofs In our first interpretation, the length of time over which the rate is averaged is relatively short with respect to the "time constant" of the counting process of the number of off-hook speakers which are currently at the talkspurt mode.
Since about 30% of a talkspurt is silence and some segment of the talkspurt needs more encoding than others, we view the bit rate generated by the Vocoder for session seS as a stochastic process with s mean y --the rate assigned to user scS. This 16.1-2 s .s amounts to the assumption that the Vocoder has the means of dynamically reconfiguring to the demands of the voice to achieve the desired average rate. Suppose that we want to reserve excess capacity on each link so as to be able to accommodate at least a variation as large as the standard deviation of the flow on the link. Assume that the standard deviation of the rate of session seS which was allocated an average rate ysis 6.ys for some 0<3<l. Let we obtain a(F ) < C -F and we are guaranteed to a -a a accommodate the standard deviation of the flow resulting from the fair allocation.
In the second interpretation, the length of time over which the rate is averaged is relatively long witlh respect to the "time constant" of the counting process of the number of off-hook speakers in talkspurt mode. In this case we deal concurrently with all the off-hook sessions and want to be able to accommodate tne standard deviation around the mean of the process (i.e. the instantaneous effect of the number of speakers at the talkspurt mode is washed out by the long time average). Let q be the fraction of time a speaker is in the talkspurt mode and assume his rate while in the talkspurt mode is constant. Then using notations as before We make the tollowing assumptions concerning The point we want to make by the above arguments is the need to allow ga to be a nonlinear function, which may depend on C , rather than only on the excess capacity as (2.3) implies. The exact role of g is up to the network designer to decide, and our formulation allows him a great deal of flexibility in this regard. As for the possible functions for fs and ga, Assumption (B) is not too restrictive since it will be satisfied for instance when both f and g are convex increasing on (0,0). Figure 3 shows 
